
Washing machine programmes.

AEG-Electrolux has the only wool programme in the 

market with a cool down phase at the end of the wash 

phase. This prevents chill-shock when the cold rinse  

begins, ensuring shrinkage is minimised.

The silk and lingerie programmes are designed to care 

and protect very delicate fabrics, ensuring optimum wash 

results with maximum care.

The delicate programme is designed for mixed fabrics 

found in delicate clothes.

We know washing by hand can be unpleasant, so now 

there is an extremely gentle programme that allows 

‘handwash’ labelled items to be washed by machine.

Tumble dryer programmes.

Our tumble dryers dry clothes like the outdoors, indoors, with 

a range of gentle programmes for unrivalled clothes care.  

AEG-Electrolux use advanced technology to develop 

programmes to care for all types of fabric, designed to keep 

your every need in mind.

We have a special jeans programme for thicker fabrics, 

ideal for drying the seams of clothes such as jeans.

There are special cycles with cool air and gentle tumbling 

so that even delicate fabrics such as wool and silk can be 

dried with confidence.

To simply refresh clothes that have been in the cupboard 

there is the freshen up option.

To dry clothes so they are ready to wear or store  

there is the extra dry programme and the storage 

dry programme.
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Perfectly coordinated. 
AEG-Electrolux laundry appliances are perfectly coordinated. This 

uniform appearance will enhance any kitchen or utility room, with 

stylish push button controls, innovative LCD and LED displays and 

stainless steel embossed detail.

Interior light. 
The interior light drum on the L84950 and L86850 washing machines 

and all our tumble dryers automatically light up when the door 

is open for greater visibility when loading and unloading. AEG-

Electrolux appliances are also easy to load and unload, with large 

30cm portholes and 165° door opening.

Flexible design. 
There are two types of AEG-Electrolux tumble dryers, the condenser 

dryer and the vented dryer. The condenser dryer condenses the 

moisture back into water and fills a large self-sealed water container 

that can be poured down the sink. This dryer can be situated 

anywhere in the home.

The vented dryer expels warm air from the machine via a venting kit. 

It is essential that this air is vented outside, therefore the appliance 

must be situated near an outside wall. Vented dryers come with 

a venting kit consisting of a venting hose and connectors for the 

appliance and the wall.

Angled control panel. 
Our new control panels are designed to tilt up at a 19º angle - making 

setting your programmes easier than ever before!
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Perfectly coordinated.


